Efficient SSA-mediated precise genome editing using CRISPR/Cas9.
CRISPR/Cas9 has been emerging as a main player in genome editing field since its advent. However, CRISPR/Cas9-induced precise gene editing remains challenging since it requires no scar left after editing. Among the few reports regarding two-step 'pop in & out' technologies for precise gene editing, the combination of CRISPR/Cas9 with Cre/LoxP demonstrates a higher efficiency, but leaves behind a 34-base pair of tag sequence due to its inherent property. Another method utilizes piggyBac transposon for removing the selection cassette, and its disadvantage is the difficulty in controlling its random reintegration after releasing. Here, we report a novel two-step precise gene-editing method by leveraging the SSA-mediated repair mechanism into the CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene-editing system. An integrating cassette was developed with positive and negative selection markers, which was flanked by direct repeat sequences with desired mutations as SSA arms. After the targeted integration of the cassette mediated by CRISPR/Cas9-induced homologous-directed repair, cell clones were first selected through the positive selection. In the second round targeting, the selection cassette was removed by the SSA-mediated DNA double-strand break (DSB) repair without any scar left behind. The novel seamless genome editing technique was tested on CCR5 and APP loci, and finally demonstrated, respectively, up to 45.83% and 68% of precise genome editing efficiency. This study provides a new efficient approach for precise genome editing and gene correction.